1^8	SPECIAL   CONSTABLE
criticism of the Entente was regret that it could not be
definite enough beforehand to make the Germans certain
that we should support France if attacked. ... He wrote
back that my letter had partly convinced him, and now
I am glad to say he writes again to say there is no sub-
stantial difference between us, and he is only regretting
that he is untrained for anything except writing history.
The position seems horribly critical as far as France goes,
but unbroken success (except in America) for centuries
has made us believe that all must ultimately go well always
with England. It may be a good school for us to go through
to have real anxiety, fear of poverty, actual serious loss of
income, a long and hard struggle welding all parts of the
nation together and weaning us all from much that is
worst in us.
To his Wife	34, Queen's Gate Gardens, S.W.
December 29, 1914
My first day's duty1 has gone off all right. I was a little
afraid last night I should have a snow storm to patrol in!
It snowed and blew furiously here after dinner, but the
morning was clear and bright. I got there at 9.45, received
my whistle, truncheon, ajid badge, paraded and started off
with Larken to follow a senior man to our post, which is
outside a power station in Holland Park. , There we
arrived at 10.15 and stayed till we were relieved at 2.20*
There is a hut for shelter (one at a time) and two police-
men's macintosh capes for us to use if we want them. Our
duty is to allow no one to enter the power station who is
not known to the caretaker, and I insisted on stopping her
son till she acknowledged him! We did all right, wa11"
rThe duty was that of Special Constable, His fellow constable, Mr. E. P.
Larken, had become one of our intimate friends since he and John had first
met on die Fulham Committee of the C.O.S. He and his wife lived partly
at Wimereux where we saw much of them in the preceding year. The duty
of watching one of the Power Stations (at Lots Road and then at Holland
Park1* was entrusted to him and John—a duty which, as will be seen, they
relieved by much reading aloud to each other of classical and other literature!

